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When In Tokyo 
February 15, 2023 to March 15, 2023 
Hong Kong 
 

J 12 contemporary art by jason cordially invite you to join 
us on February 15th as we unveil "When in Tokyo", our 
latest exhibition, featuring the works of seven highly 
talented artists: Keita Sagaki, Masaki Okuten, Tomoko 
Nagai, Toru Ichikawa, Toshio Iezumi, Kan-Zan-Loc, and 
Shinya Tanoue. This showcase represents an opportunity 
for you to discover and appreciate the art of these artists 
that have not only enriches our understanding of 
contemporary Nihonga, but also serves as an inspiration to 
us. 
 
The exhibition is focused on enhancing the J 12 
contemporary art by jason's commitment to showcasing 
the vibrant and diverse East Asian art scene, with a special 
emphasis on the rich cultural heritage of Japan and its 
impact on the art scene in Hong Kong. We believe Hong 
Kong is a great space to have these exchanges. Since the 
launch of our space in PMQ, Central, Hong Kong, one of 
our objectives has been to continue creating dialogues 
between the two vibrant regions. For this exhibition, we will 
be presenting seven Japanese artists with an array of 

backgrounds, practices, discipline, and values. Though they may have been born in different 
years and hail from different parts of Japan, each with their own unique identity, these artists 
all share a deep connection to and reverence for the rich culture and traditions of Japan. It is 
this shared appreciation for their heritage that serves as the common denominator for their 
aspirations and ultimately shapes who they have become as artists. These artists represent 
dots, and by linking them together, they reveal to us the contemporary Nihonga or Japanese-
style painting as well as fine art objects.   
 
"When in Tokyo" offers a unique opportunity for visitors to connect with each of the seven 
featured artists on a personal level, gaining insight into their artistic identity and the values 
and ideas they represent. To prepare for this exhibition, we embarked on a journey of studio 

Portrait of a Lady by Boticelli 
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visits to to meet the artist-behind-the-art regardless of distances travelled. This was an 
opportunity to fully understand their artistic practice and values in order for us to share their 
story and more importantly their art with the Hong Kong audience. We have fond memories 
of our travels prior to our visits, as we strolled through the bustling streets of Tokyo and took 
in the unique architecture and design of the city. We also had the opportunity to catch a 
glimpse of the everyday lives of locals as we visited shops of all varieties and enjoyed a bowl 
of soba, a traditional Japanese dish that is also recognized as an intangible cultural heritage. 
It was a nourishing experience that left us feeling happy and fulfilled. Riding on a train is a 
great way to relax and unwind, many travellers take the opportunity to enjoy reading comics 
and watching anime. Exploring the narrow passageways that lead to the artist's studios is a 
rare and valuable experience. From Tokyo to Tochigi, to Kanagawa, and to Kyoto, our journey 
was filled with meaningful encounters. It enlightened us and added another layer of 
knowledge to our exhibition - "When in Tokyo". 

       (detail of Keita Sagaki’s latest works) 
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First stop, Tokyo. 
 
Keita Sagaki (b.1984 in Ishikawa, Japan) immersed himself at a very young age in the world 
of Japanese anime and comics, spending hours of drawing countless cartoon characters 
tapping into his innocent and guileless imagination. Soon his works were influenced by 
mandala-style art, re-illustrating paintings by recognised painters and applying the concept 
of ‘whole and part’ of Mandala (B uddhism) which defines his concept of ‘deconstructing’ and 
‘reconstructing’ a painting. Deconstruction is a form of tracing applied on the image or motif 
using a pencil and subsequently reconstructing the image by directly drawing the characters 
and continuing non-stop, each character blossoming organically into more elaborate and 
sometimes comical characters or widely referred in Japanese as ‘kawaii’ - the formation of 
spaces where plants, animals, and emoticons fill the entire image. 
 
Sagaki will present two of his his latest works inspired from the two great artists Boticelli and 
Salvador Dali. Sagaki reimagines the two masterpieces: the Portrait of a Young Woman and 
the Persistence of Memory in his own ’Kawaii’ perspective. “When these two motifs are 
dissected, all you see are doodles of manga creatures.” These images gives the audience an 
opportunity to reconnect with their inner child and evoke feelings of joy and happiness.  
 
Masaki Okuten (b.1985 in Kanagawa, Japan) currently lives and work in Tokyo. His abstract 
works are reminiscent of time when he visited New York 6 years ago. While touring galleries, 
he noticed that posters in the subway are sometimes vandalized where parts are peeled off. 
The visual and deliberate distortion of posters are often humorous, an uncommon sight in his 
hometown. The concept of an uneven canvas was born out of this experience, which also 
embodies the principles of the Wabi-Sabi philosophy. Another element in Okuten’s works 
are the doodles of his students. Okuten is a teacher and he invites kids to draw from their 
imaginations. He feels that their honesty is pure. So after layers of paint and with application 
of mask, white lines are revealed and these lines represent the children’s pure hearts and 
sincerity. Okuten holds a great respect for the works of Christopher Wool and Cy Twombly. 
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For the first time in Hong Kong, Okuten is going to 
present works from his Putona series. Putona is an old 
English word derived from "putian" which means 
push, and its etymology carries the meaning of "fixing 
in place". As materials, oil and acrylic paints have 
different characteristics, such as drying time and the 
order of layering. Okuten’s painting process involves 
controlling the properties of both oil and acrylic, and 
applying them in layers. By incorporating shaped 
canvases into the composition of his paintings, 
Okuten's works give the viewer a sense of physical 
presence, rather than simply appearing as a traditional 
painting hanging on a wall. Okuten describes his work 
as “figurative process of putting paint in place”. The 
thick layers of paint, the thin and fine layers, and the 
underlying base layer, which reappears with the aid of 
masking tape, are intended to allow the viewer to 
reconsider the order in which the artist has created the 
work and relive the layered structure. 
 
Tomoko Nagai (b. 1982 in Aichi Prefecture). Nagai’s magical, playful, and child-like paintings 
convey a message for us to be re-born again and feel like a child, a Kawaii movement which 
she intended to portray early on in her practice. Her densely composed paintings are often 
layered with subtle pastel hues as background with collages of cherries and cut-outs of pink 
garments, drawings of circus, trees, bears together with playing and singing toddlers, sprinkle 
of glitter, and plaster of silver. Nagai’s magical theme evokes an experience of nostalgic 
sensations, recollections of and dreams from our childhood.  
 
Works from her 2017 exhibition at Mori Museum of Art (Tokyo, Japan) will be featured for in 
exhibit. 
 
Toru Ichikawa (b. 1973 in Tokyo, Japan) is a talented potter, sculptor, and artist who 
established his own kiln in 2015 after studying under ceramic artist Ryuichi Kakurezaki 隠崎隆
一 (b. 1953). Ichikawa's artworks are in the style of Bizenyaki, which is fired without glaze. 
Over time, he gradually introduced glazes into his ceramic works, creating a unique blend of 
traditional Japanese pottery forms and contemporary art. He showcases his flair for pushing 
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the boundaries of ceramic tradition in his cups, which are inspired by the shades and textures 
of earthen and reddish-brown Bizenyaki. Whereas most Bizen clay is not coated with a glaze 
due to shrinkage as a result of low heat resistance of the clay, Ichikawa embraces the 
craqueleur that high-fired Bizen gives and highlights it with gold. The textures of the violet 
polychrome glaze recall the bubbling glaze as it sets in the heat of the kiln. Ichikawa's 
apprenticeship under Kakurezaki is evident in his forms, which he takes forward with his 
daring interventions. 
 
A round shaped blue vase with speckles of gold and embellishment bold linear of silver will 
be on display. 
 
To Kanagawa.  
 
Toshio Iezumi (b.1954 in Tochigi, Japan) is 
a master glass sculptor currently based in 
Kanagawa, Japan. He is known for his 
exceptional skills and technique in creating 
glass sculptures that are full of movement. 
Using humble sheets of flat plate glass, he 
fuses them together and then, through 
techniques honed and perfected over the 
course of his almost 40-year career, he 
meticulously grinds and polishes the glass 
to create one-of-a-kind sculptures that 
seem to be in perpetual motion, 
interacting with the light sources around 
them. His work is a testament to his 
mastery of the medium and his ability to 
imbue his sculptures with a sense of fluidity 
and movement. 
 
Kan-Zan-Loc (b. 1964 in Tochigi, Japan) is a contemporary Japanese painter for whom the 
traditions of Japanese art are a fundamental part of his artistic practice. Each of his paintings 
is an exploration in making Japanese art traditions contemporary. It ranges from the pigments 
selected, to the use of a paste-like resist (similar to the Tsutsugaki technique used in the 
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traditional Japanese indigo dying process for fabric) to create lines. Each plays homage to a 
particular Japanese tradition. 
  
Great Wave, painted in 2021 by Kan-Zan-Loc was produced as a homage to Japanese painter 
and printmaker Hokusai, in particular his woodblock print ‘The Great Wave off Kanagawa’. 
Curvilinear lines are used to depict the energy of the great wave, the bubbling foam seething 
and writhing like some mythical creature of the deep. Indeed, drawing nature such as rain or 
waves with lines is a tradition in Japanese paintings. Indigo and ganryo are used to give the 
great wave its blue tone, painstakingly applied layer by layer creating depth and contrast. A 
decorated border in gold echoing the gilded picture frames from the Meiji Era frames this 
monumental great wave enhancing its presentation. 
 
To Kyoto. 
 
Shinya Tanoue (b. 1976 in Kyoto, Japan) 
 
Tanoue states that the shell represents being born from an egg, and the blue of the sea 
symbolizes the source of life. 
 
Shinya Tanoue’s works are inspired by the “shell”. Tanoue has been working the concept of 
shell since 2007. Shells relate to the normal circles of life, while the cobalt blue in the pieces 
represent the ocean, which is the origin of life on Earth. He defines the shells as a protector 
of life, a membrane that supports our existence. Another type of shell refers to the essence 
within ourselves, although it is not visible, we go through it and experience the evolution of 
life and death. Tanoue's experimental ceramics are inspired by the Sodeisha movement, 
which focuses on introducing non-functional ceramic vessels in 1948. He employs a coil 
technique to create the shape of the vessel, then adds lines and grooves to the surface before 
applying the blue glaze. 
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For media related inquiries, please contact: 
 
jason_ 
art@j12contemporaryart.com 
www.J12contemporaryart.com 
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/J12contemporaryartbyjason 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/j12_contemporaryart/ 

 
About J 12 contemporary art by jason 
 
J 12 contemporary art by jason is dedicated to 
connecting art enthusiasts, collectors, and alike 
with mid-career and established artists from 
Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, China, and 
South East Asia who demonstrate exceptional 
artistry and creativity. The gallery’s objective is 
to showcase the works of carefully selected 
artists through exhibitions at the gallery, art fairs, 
or in collaboration with another institutions that 
aim to promote awareness of their artistic 
practices. Our gallery offers consultation 
services to assist clients in selecting artwork and 
fine art objects that align with their personal 
preference and values. 
 
Founded in 2019, we rapidly changed through 
these challenging times to accommodate the 
ever-evolving art world by bringing our first 
drop of digital art and street art into our fold, 
launching our gallery space at PMQ, and by 
presenting our virtual Viewing Room on our 
website. 
 

 


